Wine Guild of South Australia
Tour of the Canberra Wine Region
24-27 October 2019

Program
Thursday 24th October
From 5pm

report by Brian & Pauline Longford

Welcome to the Tour
Abode Murrumbateman, BYO food & wine

report by Jeremy Begg

Friday 25th October
Morning

Clonakilla Wines
Guided tasting with Rob Kearon, cellar door manager

Lunch

Lunch at Colonial Inn, Gundaroo
Or
Public Tasting at Gundog Estate Wines
Lerida Estate Wines
Guided tasting with Campbell Meeks, head winemaker

Afternoon

report by Carol Seely

Saturday 26th October
Morning

Surveyor’s Hill Vineyards
Guided tasting with Brian Sinclair, winemaker

Lunch

Brindabella Hills Winery
Lunch and guided tasting of wine and chocolate fudge

Afternoon

Gallagher Wines
Guided tasting hosted by Greg Gallagher, winemaker

report by Phil Harris

Sunday 27th October
Morning

Helm Wines
Guided tasting with Ken Helm, winemaker

Lunch

Dionysus Winery
Guided tasting and lunch with Michael O’Dea, winemaker

Late Afternoon

Hops & Vines, Hall
Guided tasting of local spirits

Evening

Dinner at 1882 Bar & Grill, Hall

Attendee List
BEGG, Jeremy and Wendy
DANIEL, Mark and Robyn
GLASSON, Glenn and Helen
HARRIS, Phil and Lyn
LAWRIE, Geoff and Jill
LONGFORD, Brian and Pauline

MacGREGOR, Sandy and Sue
O’DONNELL, Niall and Jan
OLTHOFF, Tom and Maureen
SEELY, Carol and TRUEMAN, Norm
WARD, Grant
YAP, Andrew and Glenys
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Thursday Evening Welcome at Abode Murrumbateman
By Brian & Pauline Longford
From about 5pm people started gathering in the
Communal Kitchen at Abode Murrumbateman for
nibbles and drinks followed by meals which we
had bought with us, purchased locally, or bought
from the hotel (Ed: pre-cooked frozen meals in the
Kitchen’s freezer, which people said were tasty and
of good quality).
Conversations were lively as we caught up with
each other and discussed our travel adventures,
some had flown whereas others had been on the
road for a number of days, many having already
visited some of the local wineries on the way and
were trying their purchases with their evening
meal. For others, the hotel had a well stocked
supply of local wines for purchase.
Glen and Helen Glasson surprised us by opening a
1.5 litre bottle of 2006 Ross Estate Shiraz
personally signed by the winemaker Neville
Falkenberg. They had won this bottle as a door
prize on a Guild visit many years ago, and saved it
to age until they could share it with Guild members
when the opportunity arose. Luckily for us they
judged this was the right time and friends to share
it with, a great wine and thank-you both for your generosity!
A good night was had by all and we are looking forward to see what the next 3
days have to offer.
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Day 1 of Wine Tasting (Friday): Murrumbateman and Lake
George
By Jeremy Begg
Friday dawned with many Guild members leisurely availing themselves of the $5
hotel breakfast which was generous indeed, consisting of serve-yourself
pancakes, pastries, muffins, banana bread, toast, cereals, cold meats, assorted
dairy products, juices and even barista-made coffee. The weather was mild but
the forecast was for rain and wind, and we weren’t disappointed. At 9:45am
sharp(ish) we met our coach driver, Rod, and were soon on our way to the first
stop of the day. The calls of “are we there yet” didn’t start until about 100m
down the road so I think we were off to a good start!

Clonakilla Wines
A few minutes later we arrived at Clonakilla Wines, the winery
which put the Canberra Wine Region on the map. We walked out
of the wind into their very smart cellar door, a large space
divided in two by an impressive stone wall around a fireplace.
Off to one side was a private tasting area (too small for our
group) and to the right of the stone wall is the main tasting bar
where we were greeted by Rob Kearon, the cellar door manager,
who began proceedings with a brief history lesson.
The Clonakilla story began with John Kirk who was one of several CSIRO/ANU
researchers exploring the region in the early 1970s with a view to grape
cultivation. Some of those early plantings are nearing 50 years old now and for
the past 30 years the Clonakilla business has been run by John’s son Tim, the
senior winemaker. They currently grow about 20 varieties which result in about
12 wines being produced each year (depending on the quality and quantity of the
crop). The predominant varieties are Riesling, Shiraz and Viognier, with the
winery being famous for its co-fermented Shiraz/Viognier blend.
With the history done, Rob launched into the
tastings, beginning with their 2018 Riesling
poured into a line of 23 glasses on the tasting
bar.
It would be fair to say that Rob’s presentation
style is “stick to the facts” with as much
technical detail as we cared to digest. So I’ll try
to pass some of that on to you now.
Viticulture
Being October in a cool climate region the vines were only just beginning to show
the new growth and we noticed that many vines had been trellised very high.
Rob explained that frost is a regular occurrence and in fact a couple of weeks
earlier there was snow on the ground, several centimetres deep. Their technique
for dealing with frost is to train the vines high until the frosts should have ceased
and the long canes can be pruned back before fruit has set. The reason for doing
it is to improve the chances of getting a crop in the event of a heavy frost which
will kill or damage the lower branches but generally leaves the high ones alone.
The prevalence of frost so late in the year makes the area less suitable for early- Page 3 -
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budding varieties such as Chardonnay and Grenache, but some is grown and
carefully managed.
In a typical year at Clonakilla, picking runs from late March to early April, with
everything being picked by hand. Rob informed us that the Canberra region
grows about 1% of all the grapes grown in NSW (most of the region is outside
the ACT), and that NSW is responsible for about 20% of Australia’s grape
harvest.
Winemaking
Rob gave us a few pointers to the Clonakilla approach
to winemaking, including the use of natural, local
yeasts and “French” techniques such as hand plunging
and long, cold soaks. When choosing the batches
which go into each blend, the winemakers prefer
aroma over flavour, so that aroma counts for 15/20
parts of the equation and taste only 5/20. This tended
to be borne out in the wines we sampled.

Wines Tasted
So without further ado, here is a list of the wines we tasted, with my rough notes
for each.
2018 Riesling, $32 – pale green, rich floral and citrus aromas, palate showed
nice lime with balanced acid. (I liked this wine so much when we
visited in March that I purchased a six-pack for my cellar, where is
will sit for the next 10 years or so.)
2019 Viognier Nouveau, $25 – an unoaked wine, it’s a lighter style of Viognier
(with a lighter price to match). Pale green in colour with a lemon
citrus nose, the palate showed texture and hints of lime cordial.
2018 Viognier, $45 – light green, mixed citrus nose, a complex citrus/pear
palate and subtle oak. The grapes for this wine were whole-bunch
pressed straight into French oak puncheons where it remained to
ferment and mature for 12 months.
2018 Chardonnay, $36 – pale green, with typical Chardonnay aromas and a hint
of cashew. Palate showed typical lightly oaked Chardonnay and some
minerality. Fruit was from Tumberumba (a region dominated by
Pinot Noir and Chardonnay, originally planted for the production of
sparkling wine). Like the Viognier, the grapes were pressed straight
into (old) French oak barrels. Only 200 cases made and sold only at
cellar door. I thought this wine showed good potential but is way too
young to enjoy now.
2018 Pinot Noir, $45 – light, dull red with an intense cherry aroma and a hint of
tobacco spice. In true Clonakilla style, palate is restrained but in tune
with the aroma. Seemed quite acidic with little or no tannin. This is
another small-batch wine (200 cases) and can be cellared for 5-10
years.
2018 Ceoltóiri, $36 – a “Rhone blend” of Grenache, Mourvedre, Shiraz, Cinsault,
Counoise and Roussanne, this is a cellar-door-only, 200 case wine.
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Pale red, floral berry and violet aroma, medium bodied with fine
tannins.
2017 Ballinderry, $45 – Clonakilla’s take on the Bordeaux Blend is made up of
one third each of Cab Sav, Cab Franc and Merlot. Dark purple/red
with an intense “cab sav” aroma and mouth-filling palate showing
good acid but not much texture. Too young to be pleasant drinking
now.
2018 Hilltops Shriaz, $28 – dark purple, with aromas of dark berries and spice,
but palate is lighter with subtle fruit and pepper. This fruit-driven
wine is made from fruit grown at Young, a warmer part of an
otherwise cool-climate area where the fruit ripens a bit earlier due to
the warmth. A nice wine which could be
cellared up to 15 years.
2017 O’Riada Shiraz, $36 – red/purple, rich herb
& berry aroma, mouth-filling palate with
complex flavours and fine tannins.
Rated 97 points and served in first and
business class on many international
airlines, or can be cellared for 15+ years.
2018 Shiraz Viognier, $110 – the wine that Clokanilla is famous for, it consists
of 94% Shiraz co-fermented with 6% Viognier, 99 points. Mid-dark
purple/red, complex berry & spice nose with a palate to match.
Should be at its peak in 5-10 years but could be cellars to 20 years.
That concluded the structured tasting but we were invited to sample a museum
Riesling if we wished, and of course we did! So Rob disappeared for a few
minutes and returned with a bottle of 2002 Riesling. This was in the last years of
cork closures at Clonakilla and was a prime example of why they stopped. The
cork was intact but rather wet, and the wine showed TCA taint, making it quite
unpleasant.
So Rob disappeared again and returned with a 2004 Riesling under screwcap.
This wine was green/gold with a pleasing, subtle aged honey aroma and a palate
to match, showing nice length and some residual acid. Very nice indeed.
With the tastings completed, Geoff Lawrie
had the enviable task of formally thanking
Rob for this presentation and presented him
with a bottle of the Guild Tawny. Rob had
earlier promised us a tour of the winemaking
facility but our tasting took longer than
anticipated so we missed out on that.
Possibly this was due to the presence of
some other customers who were being
served by someone else but nevertheless interrupted the flow of our tasting. In
any case we were pleased to have such a thorough introduction to the Canberra
Wine Region and after making our purchases we boarded the bus.
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Lunch in Gundaroo
We were booked into the Gundaroo Colonial Inn for lunch, mainly because the
town of Gundaroo lies roughly half-way between Clonakilla and our second
organised tasting of the day, Lerida Estate.
The Gundaroo Colonial Inn is your classic smalltown, country pub with a big front bar, a small
dining area, and a roomy beer garden out the back.
On entering we were asked if we wanted the
dining room or the beer garden and the latter
looked much more inviting so we settled in there.
Lunch orders were placed and food arrived in due
course.
The town of Gundaroo features another cellar door, Gundog Estate, located less
than 100m from the Inn, and that is where Wendy, Grant Ward and I headed
after putting in our lunch order with instructions for it to be served a bit later.
Gundog Estate is actually based in the Hunter Valley but a few years ago they
decided they needed a second cellar door, close to where some of their grapes
are grown, and picked a pretty stone building adjacent to the Royal Hotel for
their cellar door. There is also a modern function centre which was hosting a
party during our visit.
(I should mention at this point that the Royal Hotel is home to a very good
restaurant called “Grazing” which has won many awards. Somewhere to try next
time we are in the region.)
The cellar door at Gundog Estate was fortunately very quiet, with Wendy, Grant
and I being the only customers. We enjoyed an unhurried tasting of their wines
but our hostess’ knowledge did not extend far beyond the tasting notes provided,
and several questions were referred to someone more senior.
After about half an hour our tasting was
done and we were joined by Glen and
Helen Glasson who had come in to begin
their own tasting, and we headed back
to the Inn for lunch, which was sitting on
the pass as we walked in.
Talking to the other diners it became
apparent that everyone was happy with
their meals and so all that remained was
to round up the troops and board the
bus again.
Wines Tasted (Gundog Estate)
2019 Riesling $40 – very pale green, citrus lime aroma & palate to match, good.
2018 “Smoking Barrel” Semillon/SavBlanc (52%/48%) $30 – very pale
yellow; floral, citrus and vegetative aroma; grippy lime citrus palate.
2019 “Wild” Semillon $35 – pale green/gold, stone fruit aroma, subtle pleasing
fruit tastes but a bit “fat” and off-dry.
2017 “Indomitus Albus” Semillon $40 – pale green/gold, stone fruit aroma and
nice textured palate. Five months resting on lees.
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2019 “Indomitus Rosa” Nebbiolo $40 – very pale salmon, creamy rich fruit
aroma, palate has good fruit notes and balanced acid, very dry.
2018 CabSav Rosé $30 – pink blush, boiled fruit lollies aroma, fruit pastille
palate but surprisingly not sweet. Very nice.
2017 “Squire” Shiraz $35 – red/purple, fruit jam aroma with subtle spice, nice
soft fruit palate with minimal spice. Grapes sourced from Canberra
and Hunter Valley.
2017 “Hilltops” Shiraz $35 – red/purple, slightly stewed fruit, some spice. The
fruit was from Young.
2018 Estate Shiraz $40 – purple/red; rich, deep, dark berry fruit aroma with
noticeable vanilla (oak); nice fruit palate with oak and acid. Canberra
district.
2017 “Marksman’s” Shiraz $60 – red/purple, deep complex dark berries
aroma, palate is subtle and savoury with some length but seems to
lack body. Canberra district fruit, can be cellared for 10-15 years.
2017 Sparkling Shiraz $50 – red/purple, minimal aroma (too cold perhaps?),
palate shows nice fruit and well-balanced acid. Canberra district.

Lerida Estate

Our trip from Gundaroo to Lerida took longer than expected, mainly because Rod
the driver didn’t take the direct route which Grant and I expected. It turns out
the bus was too heavy for that road so he had to make quite a big detour south to
stick to the main highway.
In due course we arrived at Lerida Estate, on the
north-western edge of Lake George, and we were
directed through the modern cellar door into their
equally modern barrel hall. The cellar door
features a café and tasting bar, both very well
presented, and the
barrel
hall
is
separated from the
cellar door by a large glass wall. For our visit the
room had been prepared with two long tables
which were laid out with tasting notes, glassware,
water and spittoons. Very different to Clonakilla
and a much better arrangement!
Our visit began with a welcome from Melissa Morgan, Operations Manager, who
introduced Campbell Meeks, the head winemaker – more on him in a moment.
Melissa began with a quick history of Lerida Estate, explaining that it was started
with the intention of growing Pinot Noir (being the preferred wine of the then
owner). That didn’t work out quite as well as planned and the winery diversified
into several other varieties, now producing Chardonnay, Riesling, Pinot Grigio,
Shiraz, Merlot, Cabernet Franc, Tempranillo and Pinot Noir. The business was
acquired two years ago by new owners who have expanded production to 120
tons, resulting in around 2000 cases of wine.
At this point Melissa handed over to Campbell who it turns out had started there
only six weeks earlier! Prior to that he had held senior winemaking roles for ten
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years at Charles Sturt University, a significant winemaking education centre in its
own right.
Winemaking Philosophy
We soon discerned Campbell is a “technical” winemaker,
with a strong background and understanding of
biochemistry and modern winemaking practice. He starts
by picking the crop only when he judges the acid is at the
right level (if it drops below that level he won’t use it). But
taste is important too, and during maturation he regularly
samples the barrels before deciding on the final blend.
Campbell also talked about “adjusting” the wine along the
way – adding acid where necessary, or diluting the juice1 if
the sugar content is too high (because removing excess
alcohol is not easy, so avoiding its production is much preferred). He also spoke
at length about “brett” contamination (caused by
the presence of Brettanomyces yeast in the
winery or on the grapes) and how much he
strives to avoid it. Brett can be useful in very
small doses when a particular sensory profile is
desired, but most of the time it’s the winemaker’s
enemy, and Campbell never wants to see it in the
winery.
The Tasting
I mentioned earlier that the room was laid with
glassware. In fact their were five glasses per person,
each with a suitable quantity of wine already poured.
This was both good and bad: the wines had time to open
up and develop their full characteristics, but one or two
had become too warm to be properly judged. I was also
a little disappointed because I expected 8 wines per
person from earlier correspondence – but this was
nicely rectified in due course.
This winery was also the only location where our P.A.
system was given a chance to prove its worth, once we
turned it on to overcome the poor acoustics of the large and echo-y barrel hall.
It was Melissa who led the tasting to begin with, describing each wine in turn and
deferring to Campbell when the questions got too technical. Between the two of
them, we got as much information as we wanted and were left with the
impression that they knew their stuff!
Previous experience of this winery led me to request a couple of additional wines
for the group to try: a Shiraz Rosé (barrel sample) which to my mind was a
looking much preferable to the overly warm Pinot Rosé that was among those
already poured, and a Tempranillo which was not even hinted at during the
Astute readers may remember a visit to a winemaker in the Barossa Valley who
derided this practice, prompting Andrew Yap to provide an article for Grapevine volume
169 (March 2019). The way Campbell explained it, it makes good sense.

1
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tasting but which I knew our members would appreciate and purchase (which
they did).
Something else which Campbell mentioned was that the Tumbarumba region
was planted for making sparkling Pinot Noir/Chardonnay and the clones were
chosen with that in mind. Their “Cullerin” Pinot Noir is a different clone, chosen
to produce a more intense flavour.
2018 Chardonnay $26.50 – yellow/gold, subtle aroma, palate develops fruit
and acid but minimal oak. They started with 4.5 tonnes of fruit,
fermented in oak and finished in stainless steel. Expect the palate to
remain “fresh” for a couple of years before mellowing.
2019 “Cullerin” Riesling $38 – pale gold, very floral nose, delicate floral palate
with balanced sugar (3g/litre) and acid.
2019 Pinot Noir Rosé $19.50 – salmon blush, too warm to appreciate. Seemed
to have a nice balance of acid & tannin.
2019 Shiraz Rosé (not yet released) – dark salmon pink, intense fruit aroma,
palate shows strawberry characteristics but very dry. This was an
unfinished wine, still in tank and yet to be filtered.
2018 “Cullerin” Pinot Noir $38 – red, dark cherry aroma with a hint of tobacco
and allspice, palate shows matching flavours and nice balanced acid.
Very good.
2018 “Cullerin” Syrah $38 – dark purple/red, intense fruit & white pepper
nose, palate shows sharp fruit with acid; seems a little “closed” – it’s
too young.
2018 Tempranillo $26.50 – opaque red, intense fruit aroma with hints of
smoke, palate is fruity with generous tannin. Very nice.
As our tasting neared its end we noticed quite a few winery staff gathering in the
cellar door. We learned that at Lerida, they do Friday drinks: the staff bring
along other wines for everyone to sample, thereby helping everyone keep
abreast of what is happening out in the wine world at large.
It was my pleasure to present Melissa and
Campbell with a bottle of the Guild Tawny in
sincere thanks for the tasting experience.
Formalities completed, we headed out to the
cellar door and many members engaged in
additional tastings of other Lerida wines,
followed by quite a few purchases. Definitely a
worthwhile trip for all concerned!
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Day 2 (Saturday) – The Hills of Hall
By Carol Seely
Another tasty breakfast at the Abode and then off for another fine day’s wine
tasting – and speaking of fine, the weather looked to be nice and clear, much
better than yesterday. As it turned out, it was probably better to just look at the
weather, because, in reality, the wind was significant ... and bitter!
After the briefest of trips into the nation’s capital - and, thankfully, back out again
- we arrived at the first of our venues for the day.

Surveyor’s Hill Vineyards

On leaving the bus and discovering exactly how
windy it was we pretty well made a b-line for the
Cellar Door. Inside, we found some tables at which
we were invited to sit for our tasting. We also
discovered the absolutely gorgeous outlook of vines
on the lower slopes of the very dominant hill –
Surveyor’s Hill, as it turned out.
After a brief introduction to our hosts, Cellar Door Manager Glenys London and
Winemaker Brian Sinclair, we settled down at the
aforementioned tables where Glenys gave us a brief
history of the winery and a significant fact about the
region, that being that basically the Canberra Region
is populated with family businesses – there are no
big companies. I think that, by now, we were
starting to get that impression.
With not much further ado, Glenys said the magic words, “I’ll go and get some
fizz” and we commenced working our way through their portfolio. As we did so,
Brian described some of his winemaking philosophies and I was particularly
interested to note that he is still using some methods that others might describe
as “old”. In fact, there was a fairly laid-back attitude about Brian and his
winemaking and, as we were beginning to come to expect, a fair degree of
passion about what he does.
It’s fair to say that Surveyor’s Hill design their
wines to enjoy now, rather than developing
characteristics to assist them to age. Indeed, Brian
made an interesting statement, “Why keep it? Just
drink it now – there’ll be another one next year!"
Wines Tasted
2015 Sparkling Pinot Noir/ Chardonnay
2018 Riesling
2016 Viognier/Chardonnay/ Roussanne
2016 Sauvignon Blanc

2017 Cabernet Franc Rosé
2018 Tinto
(Tempranillo/Graciano)
2016 Shiraz

2016 Cabernets (Cabernet Sauvignon/Cabernet Franc)
2013 Autumn Gold (late harvest Semillon/Sauvignon Blanc)
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Brian and Glenys worked well together with their
presentation and our time there fairly flew by. With
Brian having to depart for an industry event the moment
had come for Grant Ward to present the Guild Tawny,
then after some quick purchases it was back on the bus
for the short drive over to our lunch venue.

Brindabella Hills
Brindabella Hills was intended to be solely our
lunch venue and so it was a complete surprise to
be greeted by owner Michael Anderson with an
array of tasting glasses and the statement, "we'll
go through the whites before lunch and then the
reds after". As it turns out, this particular gift
horse had been previously described by Virgil
with the phrase "Timeo Danaos et dona ferentes"
(Beware of Greeks bearing gifts). I say this
because when our Treasurer, Brian, was presented with the account for lunch an
unexpected Tasting Fee had been included.
I think it's also fair to say that this particular tasting was probably the strangest
I'd ever experienced as a member of the Guild. The tasting room was noisy,
doubling, as it did, as the bar for the various lunch guests. (Ed: including an
Indian bridal shower! The cellar door was packed.)

Michael made a brave, but hopeless, attempt to describe his wines over the
ambient noise. Meanwhile, competing with this cacophony, was the
representative of "Fudgemental, Vegan Chocolate Fudge" who made a spirited
attempt to get us to match his fudge with Brindabella’s
wines. Again, largely failing. Most of us didn't have a clue
what was going on but it was, strangely, rather fun! Perhaps
this is just another example of Canberra’s "different"
approach. In any case, I noted a few bottles of wine leaving
the cellar door (I bought some myself) and a reasonable
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amount of fudge so the tasting obviously achieved its aim. Perhaps all tastings
should be like this!
As reported, lunch occurred somewhere in
between the whites and the reds. This proved to
be a tasty affair and everyone seemed to enjoy
what they had ordered. However, it was
disappointing on the day that we had to be
moved inside due to that aforementioned wind.
The view from the balcony over the vines, where
we had been meant to sit, was awesome.
Wines Tasted
2017 Riesling
2018 Riesling
2019 "Ava" Rosé (Cabernet Franc/Cabernet Sauvignon/Grenache)
2018 Sauvignon Blanc
2018 "Sweetheart" Late Harvest Trio (Riesling/Semillon/Viognier)
2018 Nouveau Shiraz (Shiraz/Riesling - served chilled)
2017 Pinot Noir
2017 "Brio" Sangiovese
2017 Shiraz
2017 Cabernet Shiraz

Gallagher Wines

Another brief run through the north west corner of our nation's capital saw us
arrive at our final venue for the day - Gallagher Wines. Inside what could only
reasonably be described as a tin shed, we were
introduced to Owner and Winemaker, Greg Gallagher.
Greg proved to be quite a character as he regaled us
with stories about his winemaking practices and the
history of the Region. He's a funny guy ... and this
came through over and over during our time in his tin
shed. Indeed, even the shed was full of amusing signs
and bric-a-brac. It turns out that Greg is particularly
passionate about sparkling wine and, indeed, does the tirage and disgorgement
for the other sparkling winemakers of the Region.
As was becoming the standard for the Region's winemakers, Greg spoke about
being more interested in being a good winemaker, rather than a good technician
– a philosophy generally evident throughout our visit. Whilst Greg understood,
and acknowledged, that it is important to do the science his winemaking was
based far more on instinct and “feel".
One aspect worthy of particular note from me was
the Sparkling Shiraz. Not generally noted for my
love of this style we were, on this occasion, invited
to taste it alone but then also taste it in conjunction
with a small amount of dark chocolate. I have to
admit that the flavours were certainly modified by
the combination and even the sweetness of the
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style was less evident after the chocolate. I hasten to add, though, that I'm not a
convert ...
It would be remiss of me, here, to not mention the cheese. Greg's wife, Libby, is
said to be an accomplished cheesemaker and some of her wares were meant to
be on offer on the day to match with Greg's wines. Unfortunately, they'd run out
of cheese that morning so the expected pairings could not be done. We did,
however, manage to taste some of Libby's labneh and her zucchini pickles.
Wines Tasted:
NV Sparkling Duet (Chardonnay/Pinot Noir)
2018 Riesling
2018 Sauvignon Blanc
2018 Chardonnay
2019 Sangiovese Rosé
2017 Merlot
2016 Shiraz
2017 Sparkling Shiraz
What another great day on tour with the Guild. Me for an early night, I think.
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Day 3 (Sunday) – Murrumbateman and Hall
By Philip Harris
As the bus meandered its way along the tree lined
Hillview Drive, about five minutes from the Abode Motel
Murrumbateman, the sunshine promised to give us
another day of fine weather and wine tasting. We were
headed for the renowned Helm Wines.

Helm Wines
We arrived to what appeared to be an old schoolhouse,
that is now the tasting room for Helm wines. Apparently,
the old school was used at one stage for “temperance meetings”.
Inside we were greeted by winemaker Ken Helm,
42 years here and 4th generation. He gave us the
rundown of the area and with an interesting story.
Years ago, red wine was considered therapeutic
with no science, only anecdotal evidence. The term
“ferruginous” was used with many a confused look
amongst members. It was later found that the red
wine aided the absorption of iron in the body,
making it an aid to many common ailments of the
day. (Of course, those members that were at this
year’s Wine Guild AGM at The Vines Golf Club
would remember the “science” put into why a glass
of red wine daily is good for you!) No wonder the
Romans were growing and consuming wine 2000 years ago. (Might be some
truths to the stories about Sampson and Delilah.)
Ken went on to tell us how important the wine industry is to the region, creating
employment in many areas besides the wine industry. This year being one of the
driest, the destruction by frost is always a concern for cool climate wine
producers.
Down to business, Ken’s ideal to wine making is
all about the “balance and flavour”. We tasted 4
Rieslings and 2 Cabernet Sauvignons.
2018 was a “spectacular” year for the region’s
specialized Riesling variety. Having four
vineyards of Classic Riesling grapes, it was not
hard to see why the word “specialized” and
“Helm Wines” go hand in hand.
2018 Classic Dry Riesling, $38 – Incredible floral aroma and citrus flavours.
Halliday awarded 95 points.
2018 Premium Riesling, $58 – top quality Pewsey Vale clone the 12th vintage of
this premium cool climate single vineyard Riesling. Well balanced, great to cellar
for 30+ years. (Who of us will be around that long?) Halliday awarded 96 points.
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2018 Central Ranges Riesling, $30 – created in the same way as their own
Riesling grapes, except the grapes are from Orange NSW. Very different profile,
citrus style, clean and fresh on the palate.
2018 Half Dry Riesling, $30 – German style, popularly paired with Asian food.
Smooth fruity sweet palate finishing dry. Juice is oxidised before ferment.
2017 Cabernet Sauvignon, $40 – rich fruit, soft tannins, new oak all in balance,
intense colour.
2017 Premium Cabernet Sauvignon, $70 – from a single vineyard planted in
1996. Helm Wines setting the benchmark for the Canberra district. Marking 40+
years of Cabernet production for Helm Wines. Low acid, low PH.
To be involved in a tasting with Ken was truly a privilege. His character, passion,
knowledge, creativity and good “wit” made the experience a memorable one. Not
one to miss an opportunity he has a catch phrase, “never waste a crisis”. If he
can’t make the quality wine from the grapes that are hanging due any unforeseen
circumstance, he would make a few phone calls to those that would like to make
their own home “vino” or let the fruit drop to the ground.
Our visit to Helm Wines concluded with Wine Guild
President, Jeremy Begg, presenting a bottle of Guild
Tawny to Ken in thanks for his time and
conversation, and of course for presenting such
wonderful wines. There were a number of Ken’s
special “10-bottle dozens” seen heading out the
door at the end of our tasting. (Helm sells 10-bottle
cartons, not the more usual 12!)

We finished at Helm somewhat earlier than planned so after a brief period of
loitering about the premises, a cunning plan was hatched to make a quick visit to
Yass before heading to the next winery of the day, Dionysus.
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Dionysus Winery
During our trip to our next destination, I was thinking back to my Ancient
History classes in high school wondering where I had heard the name of the
winery. I was thinking Greek, someone of a “higher” being, so I “Googled” it. Well
I was on the right path.

Dionysus- “A Greek god, son of Zeus and Semele; he was the ancient
Greek god of wine, winemaking, grape cultivation, fertility, ritual
madness, theatre, and religious ecstasy”.
So that says it all. The winemaker Michael O’Dea and his wife
Wendy are the owners. Michael has completed an Associate
degree in Wine growing at Charles Sturt University and
Wendy has completed Winemaking and Viticulture courses at
Canberra TAFE and their love and passion for the wines and
the region, show in their wines in an area that produces
premium cool climate wines. Michael gave us all (not just
couples) a copy of their wine list brochure which he insisted
needed to be read as we tasted because Wendy has as much
to say about the wines as he does and adds a bit of humour to
the tasting. So, the tasting began and a couple of surprises along the way.
Oh! and it wasn’t long after the first tasting of a sparkling blend, Wendy brought
out the cheese, meat and cracker platters and baskets of baguette bread sliced
and dips for all to share.
2016 Ariadne – a sparkling blend of Chardonnay and Pinot Noir. (Ariadne was
the wife of Dionysus.)
2018 Riesling
2018 Sauvignon Blanc
At this point in proceedings, Wendy
somehow learned this was our lunch stop for
the day and without being asked, brought
out some more platters and bread baskets
and dips for all to share. (We didn’t go
hungry; excellent customer service!)
2019 Viognier
2019 Gamay – surprise number one
2018 Tempranillo – surprise number two
2015 Shiraz Viognier
2016 Cabernet Sauvignon
2018 CB Young Shiraz – Michael’s first release
of the new “reserve” wine for Dionysus.
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May Riesling (Dessert style) – Named after Wendy’s grandmother May, who
planted the first vine of the property on 3/10/98 at the age of 89.
Here is the said brochure that Michael gave out with the comments of himself
about the wines and Wendy’s anecdotes of each wine. (If too small increase the
Zoom to read)

Michael and Wendy have created a boutique
winery that has successfully proven the rolling
hills of Murrumbateman, volcanic soils, and cool
autumns and almost 30 years of hard work,
contribute to the quality of wines produced in
the area. The surprise of having a Gamay and
Tempranillo gives them a point of difference in
the region. Their friendly, happy smiles were all
a part of the welcoming process from start to
finish. Members once again were happy to
attend the cellar door sales room to purchase
their needs for future indulgence, after Carol
Seely made the presentation of our Guild Tawny
to Michael and Wendy.
If you would like to read more about this family and the winery beginnings, head
to www.dionysus-winery.com.au it’s worth the read.
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About a twenty-minute drive among the hills from Murrumbateman to a little
township of Hall, where we presented Rod, our friendly and very capable driver,
with his own bottle of Guild Tawny.

Hops & Vine

For something different we were guided through a
tasting of local spirits; to be precise: Gin.
“Hops and Vine” are purveyors of fine wine and craft
beers, both local and interstate, and the shop is full of
accompaniments and gifts. There were some looks of
amazement from members as the tasting unfolded.
Gin was the top of the list, beginning with two bottles
from “Underground Sprits Canberra”, produced using
their patented innovation of “Cryofiltering”, a truly
unique method.
Gin - 40% alc – a modern new world gin featuring native Australian
botanicals. Lemon Myrtle, river mint, Tasmanian Pepperberry and
locally sourced basil, bringing the vibrant flavour of Australia to the
spirit.
Shiraz Gin - 40% alc – with Tasmanian Pepperberries and aged in
shiraz barrels. The results are a remarkable uniqueness of each
batch derived from the individual flavour qualities of each barrel.
“The Canberra Distillery” was next.
Gin - 47% alc – Triple distilled and vapour infused. A classic London dry style gin
delivers subtle flavours of hand peeled fresh citrus and berries.
Coffee Liqueur – 22% alc – dark roasted, cold filtered. It has a smooth, sweet
palate and a sharp espresso finish.
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Sloe Gin – 27% alc – made by infusing their London Dry Gin with sloe berries in
the traditional method. Best served with soda rather than tonic (which would
overwhelm the sloe flavours).

Watching closely to the reaction of the members it was
definitely something different. I had never tried Gin
before and our host was quick to scurry for some Tonic
so those that weren’t sure about the alcohol content,
could enjoy the experience.
I lost count of the “Craft” beers that were available and
like many I just had to purchase some for future
indulgence. There was an amount of Gin purchased also,
but I got the impression they were “seasoned” Gin
drinkers.
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Dinner – 1882 Bar & Grill
The end of a wonderful 3 days in the Canberra region came to an end as we
walked about 30 metres to our local restaurant for dinner, The 1882 Bar & Grill.
We had a separate room allocated for us and a full choice of the a-la-carte menu.
Plenty of time for all of us to spend eating and socialising with time for our
farewells until next time.

A big thank you to the organisers for arranging this region trip for all those who
attended.
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